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Prol  o gu e
NIy readers may notice that the present contribution changes the title of this senes
from "Artisrs and \X/orkshops" to "stylistic Groups". This change is intended to an-
nounce a long-overdue shift in my thinking.
For over ten years, since 1972, much of my work has concerned the grouping of
Late Bronze Age seals into stylistic groups. Four major factors led me to make the
enthusiastic assumption that mosr of the groups I had assembled were the products of
individuals or of closely-knir workshops: most of these groups do contain seils that are,
I think, most probably by a single hand; John Betts produced similar such groups working
ind-ependendy; many of our groups can be fairly closely dated and their chionological
order seems to produce a coherent glyptic developmentl and the level of artistry through-
out this observed development is remarkably high.
The notion that most of these groups represent the work of individual artists has not
received much support, mainly because most scholars are naturally sceprical about the
possibility of discovering artists when the exrant amounr of their work is small.r A few
years ago' I myself began to feel these doubts, though I still found ir more convenienr
at  the t ime to mainrain the ear l ier  terminology.
The major reasons for limiting now the use of this earlier terminology ('master,, .artist,,
'workshop', etc.) are threefold. First, rhrough the work ofJohn Betts, Agnes Sakellariou,
Ingo Pini, and Judith rweingarten,2 it is fairly clear that several sealings once considered to
have been impressed by the same seal might actually have been impressed by almost
identical but nonetheless distinguishably diffcrent seals. A similar situation obtains for
the moulded glass seals; as Pini has demonstratcd,3 several glass seals could be produced
from the same mould but re-engraved after casting to prod.ie slightly different ,""ltyp.r.
such observations raise questions: must one artist be responsible for the original seaf(or
the stone mould for glass seals) as well as for the copies, casrs, and adaptations? or, could
other artists, since the reproduction techniques were probably fairly simple and mech-
anical, have also been responsible for the 'second generation' seals?
Second, the number of extant sealtypes, about 4/OO, was presumed to approximate to
the number of seals actually manufactured.a This was then, as it is now, just wishful
thinking. The fact that very few extant scalsrones, if any, might have impressed extant
sealingss should have caused us to wonder: where now are the seals that imoressed the
t 
!."r" Bronze Age sealtypes number approximately 4ZOO (lvlasters I, p. 112fn. 21). The
identification o{ approximately 4o.pictoriar vase painters ha, 
"njoy"d ,o-" ".".p',"r.",however, in spite of the fact that the totar trr.-be, of pictorial t"r", .o-., to less than
900 (MycPictVP passim, and, for a summary of select vase_painters, JHS 103, 19g1,221*2).
2 Betts, "New Light'on Nlinoan Bureaucracy," Kadmos 6, 1,967,15-40; Sakellariou,
"Hena Sphragisma apo ten Pylo," Festschrift fiir Friedrich Nlatz, 19-22: and \fein-
garten, The Zakro Nlaster and his place in prehistory, SIIVIA pocket_book 26.
JRGZIvI  28,  1981, 48-81.
Nlasrers I ,  p.  115-117; note the corr igendum of 40 hours instead of  4g (p.117, end
of the first paragraph).
E.g. '  AGDS I I  Ber l in 21 to I  Supp. 180 from pylos;  the'c lay matr ix/cast /seal ,Knos-
sos KSPI Q22 to KSPI R1/R51/R54 and Kato zakro KZ l; ts zze to an unpublishcd
sealing frorn Knossos.
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more than 600 extant sealings? Since the actual sealstones exrant and the sealtypes found
impressed on the extant sealings do not differ substantially in iconography o. ir rtyl., *"
are forced to admit that we do- not at all possess the majority otit" r"t. Bron'ze Age
seals manufactured, and therefore the toial number of'seals produced must be uni-
maginably high. John Betts, writing about the 25 seals, the one sealing, and a coupie
of unengraved (workshop?) pieces from the Minoan Unexprored M".riio',, as well as
the collection of seals from the excavations along the Royal Road, 
-r.r.r, 
.." projecrion
of these numbers over the total area of the [Knosios] town site, even excluding'the palace
lnd the cemeteries, runs to thousands of sials in ,r." 
", "rru 
one time.,'6
Third, my criteria for determining style are often not specific enough to warrant ex-
clusive attribution ofan artifact to a specific individual. Foiinstarce, ,r"any ofthe traits I
have used to identify works by the Mycenae-vapheio Lion Master can also be found to
some exrent on the niello axe-blade and dagger that belonged to the Egyptian eueen Ah-horepas well as_on the gold ring from Enkomi r. 1g @u;holr er K""."g.orghls, prehis-
toric Greece and cyprus, no. 1784).In like fashion, a singre criteriorr."i-r bJobr.ru.d i,,
thc work of two or more fift_eenth-_century.groups (e.g., the Monumental Group and the
group around Der Kretische stier, discussed below and in Masters III, p. 5s, respectively).
Recently my hesitancy about the identification of some artists reiulted in'some odd
cxpressions: the Mycenae-vapheio Lion.Master apparently had distinguishable.aspects,
,'f his personality (Masters 
_III,.p.5l); obviously ,ny terminology .o,rld not adequately( xpress my own thinking. In the present contribudon to this series I .ar, ,ro- p..r"rrt
l.rrge groups divided into smaller subgroups and leave the distinguishing of hands for
,r r rother study.
\[hile I have contemplated changing my terminology, therefore, for some time, the
r'petus to do so came in early^July.1984 when John Betts, Ingo pini, Helmut Jung, and Irrrct in the offices of the cMS.to-discuss, among_-.ny 
-"ti..r, 
the stylistic g.S,rpirrgs
''hich John Betts and I had made. lwhjle we agreed, during this intimate .y-por"irr-, ,hl,
'rylistic groupings of seals did indeed r".- to provide rli. b"rt hope fo. uiderstanding
rlrcir chronological development, the terms'artist','workshop', 
"rri 
the like cannot, ii
,,',,ny cases, be convincingly demonstrated at the moment. rwhat surely must be done first
l\: ro assemble the major stylistic.groups (a stage in which we are, I think, fairly ad,-
'  " r .  
r 'd; i  ro descr ibe rhem so that rhe def in i t ion o? each group makes i t  c lear why certain
',, .rls lave been placed there; and then, finally, with the bioaigro.,p, agr.ed .rpo.r, to so.t
, , r r r  thc ident i f iable hands.
vith no regret, therefore, I shall now refocus my attention from the absorbing search
l, 
'r urtists to the esrablishment of broad stylistic groups and subgroups and to rheiiclearer
, l ,  l i r r i t ion.
. 
Strch a refocus certainly does not mean, however, that the work that has appeared in
rlrrr.scrics should be jettisoned or that the series itselfshould be abandoned; I regard most
' ' l  t l rcgr.upsthathavealreadyappearedasst i l lval id, insofarasthesegro'psa." 'pr . . isely
rlr.rt: gr.ups. The new terminology implies that the seals within ea.i gro,rp 
"r. 
bo.,.rd
r,.'1i, rlrcr in a relationship that is looserthan.if they were considered ail 6y aiingle hand.
I lr. rr.w gr.ups allow for iconographic subdivisions and stylistic u"riaiio.rs: i i, ..r-
l ' r r I l r , r r r r  ct  r r l . , ' [ ' l rc Mirr tx i r r  Urcxpl . rct l  Marsi .n at  Knoss.s,  pp.  192 3.  Indecd lJct ts
.r" l 's  t ] rc , l r r ts l rOrr ,  "wlr , r t  prolr , r r t ion of  or ig i r r ; r l  , ,ut1rut ,uruiua,r? l row rnrrrry cr l l - rs lpt , r r
r , , r ,  t r r13r ' . rvrrrgst . r ls . r l : r r ryorrc l i r r r t ,? ist l r t , r r r rv iv i r rgc() fpusf ,srr l l ic i t , r r t1rr , ,p, , . { i , , , , t , ,
' l l , ' rv  t ts s, , r r r r . r ' l r , r r r r ' r . , r l  1;rorr1r i r r1 i  r , . , r ls  l ,y  rv6rksl l ,ps 1r .vcrr  i r r r l rv i r l , , . i l , , , l t i r t r?, ,
r  \ l lNl i ) , , \ \ l \ /
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ceivable, for instance, that the Mycenae-Vapheio Lion Master's 'guises' eventually can be
merged within a larger Mycenae-Vapheio Lion Group. A follow-up article at the end of
this series specifying these changes will surely be in order.
In short, a nomenclature using 'group', 'subgroup', etc., will permit future scholars
more flexibility to perceive the various stylistic relationships through both time and space,
and to refine those relationshios.
Introduct ion
In our introductory article we basically equated an artist's style with
his artistic personality, "the general shape of his animals and the tension
between his reliance on his tools and his aim for naturalism" (Masters I,
p.118).
In the discussions of the late sixteenth- and early fifteenth-century
B.C. stylistic groups, these two maior approaches, the conventional and
the naturalistic, became fairly clear. A simplistic sryle relying heavily
on the unerased marks of the tools themselves arose early in Crete, and,
toward the end of the sixteenth century, dominated the artists in the CP
and L-J Lion Groups.
From this artistic circle, however, emerged the Mycenae-Vapheio
Lion Master, who adapted the work both of the engravers of stone
vessels and of the sealstone artists resDonsible for the earlier Couchant
Agrimi Group (to be treated in a latei article, but I Supp. 92 andHM
1509 [Platon, Crete pl. 86] are two examples of this group). He and his
school accentuated the anatomical emphasis of these artists into a highly
powerful and formal style, by balancing his plastic modeling of massive
bodies (e.g., the Pylos Jewel) with certain conventional traits, like the
outlined pronounced shoulders, the bossed ulna, and a light use of the
profi le l ine (e.g., Hollow Nose and Der Kretische Stier). Even a single
seal, l ike the bril l iant AGDS II Berlin 34 (lvlasters, III: f ig.41) combines
both approaches: the artist flays the lion's forelegs to reveal their skeletal
and venal structure, but bedews the stag's horns with tiny dots and
ermines the lion's tail-tio with three dots.
The artists of the fifteenth century, even those who did not join the
NI-V Lion Circle, also pursued these two approaches, the conventional
and the realistic. To some extent it can be imagined, for the sake of
convenience, that these artists took up stylistic sides: those favoring the
anatomical approach gave their animals almond eyes, those preferring
the simplistic approach gave them dot eyes.
By the end of the fifteenth century, however, the monumental tradi-
tion had clearly lost to the simplistic approach. The Spectacle-Eye
Group of  Knossos, ca.  1410-1375 B.C. ( to be presented in the next
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article in this series)7 carries smoothly-modeled, elongated animals with
dotted joints; the oniy prominent vestige of the alternative style can be
seen in the spectacle-like ring which supplants the previous almond eye,
a ring produced by the tubular drill. The large Island Sanctuaries
Group,s which succeeds the Spectacle-Eye Group in the mid-fourreenth
century, carries this formalizing trend even further.
It is not difficult to undersrand why the simpler stylistic approach
managed not only to survive in the face of the more powerful and
realistic manner but even to displace it. The small size of the sealface,
the many tools for cutring the stone (e.g., the burin, the wheel, and
the tubular drill) as opposed to rhe one modeling tool (the snub-nosed
drill) for creating flowing surfaces, and the translucency of the popular
materials (silicates like agate, amerhysr, cornelian, chalcedony, etc.) all
favor clear forms, crisp lines, and sharp transitions. \fhen the realistic
artists of the 'Vapheio Cup' Bulls (below) translated a massive bull from
a fresco to the sealstone HNI 185, the result is a tour-de-force illustration
of bovine body-building in the impression, but on the agate stone itself
the style is much less legible, even considering that the srone is preserved
to us in a burnt condition; in antiquity the stone was either cornelian, or
rrrore probably an agate with translucent veins, some almost clear and
others colored ca[6-au-lait.
The majority of the fifteenth-century artists worked in compromises
l,ctween the two approaches, regardless of whether they preferred an
,rlrnond- or a dot-eye. The dot-eye group of the Ayios Ioannes T.
] Ilulls, or the almond-eye group Squirrel Eyes, retained the large bull-
lrodies introduced by the artists in the IVI-V Lion Circle, but reduced the
rrrusculature to a few broad and tight planes resembling crystalline
l,rccts, and then set off the whole body from the surface of the stone with
1'rrrfile lines. Lions, before they begin their rapid disappearance from
rlrc glyptic iconography,e also begin to lose their former power; the
l i r r  Spectacle-Eyes, ee Diss.  422-424. VII  98,  IX 124,XII I84,  p icked at  random, are
r y pical examplel of the style. The date is supplied by the many LlvI/LH III A 1 contexts
ir rur<l about the palace of Knossos and from elsewhere: e.g., Kn HMs 118/KSPI 05,
rl l/N 10, 219/R43; Htr4 2381 from Sellopoulo T. 4 (BSA 69, 1.974, 1,95-257 fig. 1ab),
. r r r t l  l l lO from Kalyvia T.  9 (NlonAnt ichi  14,  9A4,5Ol-666 f ig.  10);  and two lentoids
Irrrrrr  f  ) rosymna T. 33 (Blegen, Prosymna 104-110 and 274-275 f igs.  581 and 582).
l ; , r ' t l rc ls lencl  Sanctuar ies Group, see Diss.442; Papers in Cycladic Prehistory ( In-
r t r l r r r t '  o l -  Archacology XIV, UC[.A 1979) 97-105; CNIS Beiheft  1,  1981, 263-272:(  , l r . rprcr '  7 in A. (1.  Rcnfrcw's for thconr ing publ icat ion of  the recent cxcavat ions at
l ' l ry l . rkopi ;  r t r r t l  r  strbsc<1uort ; r r t ic lc in th is scr ics.
t  ) l  t l rc cr t .  '125 l l lorrzt '  Agc (cxelrrr l i r rg thc t lcpcrrdcrr t  forgcr ics) scl l typcs crr l logrr t . r l  i l
r l r i ' . , r r t i , l r ' ,  ' l l  (10')1,)  t lcpict  l iorrs in corrhirr ; t t iorr  rv i t l r  r r r rothcr [ igrrrc,rrr t l  l9 (5 'X,)
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(cont. note 9) carry lions only. Lions are almost non-exisrent in the succeedins
Spectacle-Eye and Islands Sanctuaries Group; as attackcrs thcy are supprantcd by d,rgi.
body becomes lankier, the mane larger and more bristly. The artists
of the K-eos-Berry Lions look at them as large, happy, stuffed roys; rhe
artists of the Lions with occipital Dots did not eve" look at rhem - rojudge from the crude depictions.
Since_ the glyptic artists in the fifteenth century were nor themselves
especially clear about their predilections, either for technical simplicity
or for anatomical realism, our categories for their work are likewise
often somewhat imprecise, ar leasr for the momenr. The Bulls from
Ayios Ioannes T. 3, a subgroup o{ the Knossian Bulls, are placed among
the Dot-Eye Groups even though only one of its seals, v +lt, outlinei
the eye-socket in a dot-eye fashion, whereas on the group's other seals
it is left as a shallow depression; v 434, a true dot-eye-, is placed close to
the almond-eye Group of the Tethered Bull; and two gro.tpr of artists,
those of the Knossian Bulls-and of the caprids from Isopata T. 3, appear
to have been at home equally with almond-eye and doi-eye 
""i-alr.The distinction between the dot-eye and the almond-eye, therefore,
is essentially a convenienr way ro break down what otherwise would be
a rather amorphous and large group of similar seals; the distinction also
reminds us that the choice - between technique (tool and material) and
realism - seems to have occupied the thoughts of these artists more in
the period 1'475-1410 than in the g.tr.."iior* that preceded or fol-
lowed.
Jn spite of the problematic narure of this period, however, certain
srylistic.and chronological conclusions are inescapable. At the beginning
of the fifteenth century the IVI-v Lion Master-founded a MyJenaean
formal school of anatomical representation which *", 
"nr*.."d 
by his
Minoan counrerparrs who made the Group of .Vapheio Cup, Bulli. At
the end of the century, the Spectacle-Eye Group oi K.rorroi ca. 1,410-
1375 8.c., presenrs simply-modeled animals whose dotted ioints and
ring-eyes reveal their artists'pride in technical expertise.
The individual artists in the groups that bridge rhe gap between the
anatomical formalists and the technical mannerists 
-"y 
t.p"r"tely have
deliberated the two extremes, but they nonetheless 
"oni.ib.rtei 
to a
fairly definite progression from the one to the other. The groups of
their seals 
.are arranged here by the type of eye, almond-Jhaped ordotted, and in the chronological order zuggested both by their'works
from dated conrexrs and by the observable stylistic inteirelationships.
A chronological chart (Fig. 11) is appended to clarify the position of
these groups within the fifteenth ..ntnry.
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A. The Almond-Eye Group
1. The Tiryns Ring Group
(ca.  1500-1475 B.C.)
The same mouthless face and rolled hairstyle links I gz with its IVI-V
Lion traits of hatched belly and haunch fur and I r79 with its con-
servative use of the cP trait of drooping lower jaw on the genii and
the M-V Lion trait of pronounced shoulders.
| 87 (1) from Mycenae T.55, and "179 (2) from the Tiryns Treasurello and AGDS II
Berlin 26 from the Greek Islands.
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2. The Group of 'Vapheio Cup, Bulls
(Knossos?, then perhaps on the Mainland, ca,. l5OO-1475 B. C.)
E. Davis, the Vapheio Cups and Aegean Gold and Silver \fare (Ny and London,
1977) 1,-5 and.256-7. Betts, New Light on Minoan Bureaucracy, Kadmos 6, 1967,
I  5-40.
. 
Davis-clearly and persuasively presenrs the compositional and tech-
nical differences among the gold cups from the vapheio cist (LH IIA
context). The cup with the quiet scene, cup B (3 from pNI III iig.1238
and 4 from.PM II fig. 130, NMA 1759), piesents three phases, p*..rrr--
,rbly of a single narrarive, nicely articulaied by three different dirrid.r,
(an olive tree' a man, and the handle); the bulls are well-finished and
thc surface is polished; excepr for the rim above and the wavy rerrain
lr.low, there are no other horizontal borders; the spool handl! is sup-
I'orted by a T..-shaped.lower attachment and secured-at the rim by three
liolcl rivets with rounded heads. Cup A (5 from pM III fig. 1ZA;NMA
l/5tl) with the violent scene perhaps presents a single siene beginning
lrrrr. rhe two palm trees that flank and enfold thi handle; the threi
I 'ulls,.viewed inprofi le and from a cavalierperspecrive, and the grapplers
.rrc all loosely formed and roughly finished; the unpolished suifaie be-
rr.rys the chasing; a grooved tainia below the choppy terrain, and a
',rrri lar border above, frame the scene and erttphasize its frieze-like
,lr.rr ':rctcr; the spool handle is supported by r rho.t lower attachment
.,",1 sccured to the rim with flat-head rivets.
" '  \ ' r ' r r r rctr lc i rn( l  Krrrg( ' ( ) rghis,  )Vlyccnlc;rrr  I ) ic tor i r r l  Vlsc paint i r rg pp.24 l r rd I . lJ ,  st , t . r ,
r , ' . l , r t t  t l rc ' l ' i ryrrs r i r rg eorr tcrrrPorrry wir l r  t l rc P.r inrc<l  stc l t ,  l rorrr  lViyccrrrc (no. Xl . , l  l ) ,
r  ,  ,  ro I  |  |  l l l  ( l ,  . rp l r .ut . r r t ly , r r r  reorrogr. . r l , l r i r . . r l  l i r r r r r r r r ts.
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These compositional and technical differences, including the rough
surface finish, are certainly clear, and lead Davis to the conclusion that
not only are they by two different artists but one of them, the artist
of cup A, is a lVlycenaean trained to imitate his Nlinoan masrer who
created cuD B.
There are, however, few true stylistic differences between the two
cups. The bulls on both are the same: the massive form; small head;
almond eye set in heavy lids; hatched ears; wrinkled neck; harsh
shoulder ridge; short legs whose upper half consisrs of the two parts
of the triceps brachii flanking the humerus on the forelegs, or the biceps
femoris flanking the femur on the hindlegs, and both sets of muscles
ending at a carpus indicated by ahorizontal ridge; and a ribcage ending
in three ribs followed by a triangular depression.
Vhile the rough surface-finish might justify considering cup A as
unfinished, the differences in the handle attachments find parallels not
only on other cups from elsewhere but also on the two silver cups that
were also deposited in the cist.
Davis identifies lVlaster B as a Nlinoan and Nlaster A as a Nlycenaean
both on compositional grounds (Nlinoan: unbounded narrative flow,
high quality of workmanship, etc.; Nlycenaean: violent spatial treat-
ment, constrained field) and on technical grounds (Nlinoan: round-head
rivets, L-shaped lower handle atrachment; Nlycenaean: flat-head rivets,
and short, lower handle artachment).
The attribution of art objects to either Minoan or Helladic artists on
the basis of compositional and syntactic differences may be relatively
easy perhaps for the Early and lvliddle Bronze Ages, but by the fifteenth
century lVlinoan and Nlycenaean arrists had begun a dialogue intricate
enough to make such aesthetic distinctions between the two cultures
difficult.ll If the primary compositional influence on the violent cup A
is not Cretan, then how does one explain either the similarity of the
cup's top and bottom borders to those of the Taureador Fresco, or the
presence of Minoan 'Easter Eggs' under the forelegs of the escaping bull
and below the belly of the raging bull? On the other hand, the tech-
nical qualities which Davis sees as Nlycenaean or Nlinoan could reflect
local influences on the metal workers. many of whom. whether on the
IVlainland or in Crete, were undoubtedly from Crete until well into the
fifteenth century. The differences could have been produced by different
L1 See Hurwir, "The Dendra Octopus Cup and the Problem of Style in the Fifteenth
Century Aegean," AJA 83, 1979, 413-426, for an excellcnt analysis of this artistie
fusion; also scc Vlastcrs I ,  pp.  105- 1 lO.
exigencies (subject matter, time constraints, locale, age of the artist, de-
mands made by the patron, etc.; see Davis's remarks on the differences
between the silver siege rhyton and the silver battle krarer, pp.222-
230).
Bulls similar to those on the Vapheio cups appear on many sealtypes,
es_pecially on those evidenced by Cretan sealings impressed by rings.
The triangular depression below the clearly-marked ribs, the outlined
legs, and the coursing power of these beasrs, all derive from the bulls
in the IVIM Couchant Agrimi Group. On the other hand, these .Vapheio
Cup' bulls exhibit three traits found on the bulls in the NI-V Lion
Group: hollow nose; thick cylindrical forelegs; and the pronounced
shoulder that developed from the C-P linear shoulder (see the V-p prism
seals, lVlasters II, pp. 120-l).
Betts examined those sealings from differenr cretan sites that seem ro
have been impressed by the same signet ring and, since mosr of the
sealings seem to be made of local clays, made the suggestion that the
goods being sealed did not travel from one site to anorher, but that the
bureaucrat did, wearing either the original ring or its facsimile; Betts
,rlso_ suggested that these rings and/or facsimiles were made by one
workshop located probably at Knossos. Weingarten,12 studying the
'7.akro material, hypothesizes that almost identical sealtypes might re-
I'lcct a close connecrion, perhaps familial or, more probably, funitional
lrctween the bureaucrats who used them.
The dated contexrs of the 'Vapheio Cup' Bulls all fall within LNI
ll]/LH IIA, but the wide distribution of the group's works as weli as
tlrcir use of some NI-V Lion traits suggest hey were mainly made early
in that period.
Sirnpler modeling (early?)
| 238 (6) from the Vapheio Tholos (LH IIA context); ]HNI 1479 from Siteia; and CS 202
(Z; GGFR pl. 58) said to be from Priene
(; lose: I  147 frorn Nlycenae T. 518 (LH I- I I  context) .
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f . Wcingarten, TheZakro NI"rt". ard his Place in Prehistory (SINIA pocket-book 26,
I'tl"i l), pp. 45-6. [Jccause thc book was published after Masters III had gone ro presb,
,r rv,rs i.rp.ssible to bc able to include therc veingarten's thoughts on the Nlyccnae-
V,r l r l r t i .  l , ion Master;  ancl  a detai lccl  analysis of  her conclusions here would be out o{
I '1.r ,  ,  .  Str l l ' icc i t  to say th:r t  shc t iocs not i t r r ibutc two of  the threeKZ seal ings associatcd
, '  r t l r  t l r t '  lVl  V l . ion lVlrsrcr ,  l (Z |  |  |  rncl  I  12,  conclusivcly to hcr Zal<ro lVlestcr  (p.  7t i ) ;
|  ( t r tsory i t tspcct ion ol  t l r t 'bool i  prrrr t l r rccs no sty l is t ic  r l iscussion of  thc t l r i r t l  sc.r l i r rg,
l ' , /  l l \ . I i i r l . r l ly ,  Wcirrg. t t l , ' r r  , l , , .s  t t t lc t t r t i r r  t l rc t l rorrglr t  l r . r t  r l rc M V Lion lVlrrstr . r  r l i t l
,  r r . , t  ( r , .  l l . l  ) .
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!1soaary! yahgs: Kn HMs 2 16_ (KSPI R86;_papapostolou pl. 46d), 295 / 329 /Kappa_Theta (KSPI R46/K6), 379, and Lambda-Alpha,^",rd L"-bd"_G"--".
Richer modeling (late?)
S-e.lings impressed by rings, by their facsimiles, or tbeir near twins: AT 51, AT 54lsk2/Go,arnia HMs 101 (8; Betts 1967 fig. 1a), AT 58, AT 59, AT 108, AT 169, AT 110(Betts1967f ig.-11a),AT145lsk3/GourniaHMslo2(Betts1962f igs.6-7a),kzg6/sk
5 (Betts 1967 frg.4), sk 4, sk 6 (Betrs 1967 tig.12a), and chania r547/i554 (papa-postolou no. 1) = Sk 5).
Sealing impressr! ll-"-lentoid.:HNls 415 (14 : ptr4 IV 562 fig. 53Oa) from Isopara,the Royal romb (LM IIB context; Betts 1962: 22 suggests lhe attribution to thisGroup).
Metal seal: I 274 (9) from Rutsi (LH IIA context).
sealstones:1 152 ( lo) from Mycenae T. 518 (LH I-I I  context),  and 185 (11) and 186from thellidea Tholos (LH IIIAi context); HII 185 (12 : cs fig. 134; ccFn pt. lz;from Praisos, 609 (ri = cs fig. 135) from Nlonkaro pediados, 
^"la 
Z.zs fr* t<i,rrr,r.(LIVI IB conrext; AR 1961*1962 fig. 38).
Close:
| | 37A from Pylos (LH III Bii-Ci context)
b) A group_?: r 2o9 from Prosymna T. 3 (LH III Ai context); and the lentoid that im-pressed a clay stirrup-jar stopper from Tiryns (LH III c context; AA1.9rg,3g3-3g4
fig. a).
c.).Rings: I 91 from Nlycenae T. 58; V 19g; and a ring bezel from Kalyvia T. 9 (LM III
Ai context; &IonAntichi 14, l9A4 520 fig. 1i).
Deriaed: AIVI AE 2237 (: AE 1804; CS pl. 2O), said to be from Archanes.l3
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3. The Monumental Group
(Crete,  ca.  1490-1465 B.C.)
These seals follow the IVI-V Lion School closely; the bulls have large
heads, lumpy shoulders, thick upper fbrelegs outlined with profile [n!s
(the inner one topped with a dotted ulna), and corkscrew tails. The
artists in this Group also adopt the Lion Gate trait of shoe-like feet for
hooves (Masters III, pp. 62-3), and they soften the fullsomely rendered
bodies of the 'Vapheio Cup' Bulls. The curved legs of the Monumental
bulls give them suppleness and foreshadow rhe more extensive use of
this graceful trait by the Spectacle-Eye and Island Sanctuaries artists (dis-
cussed in forthcoming articles in this series). Note the foreshortened
horns of the near bull on XII 287 - they provide an arresting variation
from the distinctive and apparently special pose of t*o .ec.r-bent bulls,
the far one with its head averred.
Two of the Monumental lentoids may have been cut from the same
red flecked stone, though VIII 148 is published as agate and XIII 32
as jasper. The 'agate' lentoid VIII 148, however, certainly seems ro be
of the same stone as VIII 141 in Der Kretische Stier (lVlasters III, p. 58).
Since the lion body there, with its two ribs, outlined form, and pro-
nounced shoulder, is more conventional than the Monumental bull
bodies, the artists of the two groups seem quite distinct, though the pro-
bability that they cut seals from the same block of what seems ro be an
otherwise unattested stone suigests they may have known each other.
Vll 261 (15) possibly from Crete; VIII 148 (16) possibly from Crete; XII 237 (17)
from Crete?, nd 287 (18); XIII 32, and 33; CS 317 from 'above Kissamo, site of
Polyrrhenia'or Rethymnon; and HM 170 (19) from Kalyvia T. 1 (LM III Ai contexr;
MonAntichi 14, 1904,619 fig. 88).
O/ose (also see the Muzzle Group, close a):
:r) Near the Cut-Style: IX 14i from Crete; and XII 215 from Crete?
b) Near Bulls with Striated Necks (Nlasters III, pp. 57-8): XII 250.
4. Knossian Bulls, Pan I:
The Tethered Bull Group
(Knossos? ca. 1475-1450 B.C.)
' l ' lrcsc bulls, l ike their lVlonumental cousins, are also adapted from
r lr, '  'Vaphcio Cup' bulls but are given a harder modeling and the hollow
rr.st.r)[ thc ]VI-V Lion Group. Furthermore, rhey are distinguished by
rlr, ' i l  shll lowly cr-rgr:rvccl hcacl, as if thc bull 's face werc mcant to bc
, , ,  r r , , ' t l  orr  t l rc st()nc : ts l tc l r rcr  t ( )  t l tc  v icwcr tharr  ther bodv. Xl l  25 |
13 Bulletin of the city Art lVluseum of st. Louis 32 (1947) 99- 103. The st. Louis Art
| luseum.safeguerds.a gold-plated erectrotype copy of  th" . ing pr.p"rJ ul-a.  c i t -reron'  pere.  l  he brul l 's  hard and ropey muscurarure,  the unique representat ion of  th ispose, and_the way, on both,the. Ashmolean original and the St. Lo,ri, .opy, ,t 
" 
ir"p
w-as. completely finished, including the granulati,on, before it *", i.,..rt"d ].rto ih. b*.k
of the,bezel strong-ly suggesr thatlhe ring is a forgery. On the other hand, Cilliiron,s
worKshop ar skouta 41, Athens, sord eiectrotypes only of  aurhent ic pieces. The second
edition (i910) of his catalogue, Galvanoprasiiiche Nachbildu'g", i4yk".,;r.t.-Ar,..-
tiimer(stuttgart) adds to the first edition (1905) the Harvestei vase, rhe chieftain's
!up, the bullrhyton from rhe Little palace at Knossos, the Isopata nl"g, irr. l,r..rrl.,Ring (srolen from the HM before.rgr0 presumabry to be d"stroy"d,"di .sorved ap-parently for the purpose of elucidating some technical problems ,"i.u"nr,o,h" d.,".-
tion of forgeries [Sourvinou-Inwood, Kadmos 12, 19n:15off.]; the ring or an 
"l".t.o-Vp9 bV Gilli6ron is now on display. in the HNI), and miscellaneorr. .rp'r, ,*.J., 
""adiadems. Neither edition of theiatalogue lists th. Ar.h"rr., Ring. It is prob"bre, the."-fo.:. 
:h",:!:.:lectrotype copy, whicliis now in the St. Louis dlry ar, Mrrr",r_, *".made.by.Grlheron tils (pbre died before 1930) for the exhibition of British Archaeo_
logrcal l)rscoveries in Greece and crete (1s96- 1936) at Burlington House. His electro-
type of the Ring of Minos, pNI rv g47 , now in the A.h-oleanl *"s preparecr ,ol"ty fn.Evans and no further copies seem to have been made.
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uses L-J lions and XIII 26 seems ro imitate the dot-eye Lions with
Occipital Dots (section B Z, below).
^ 
In body form the Tethered Bulls also resemble the dot-eye Bulls
from_Ayios Ioannes T.3 and the rwounded Bulls (section B 4, below):
the,plastic.bul lu.mpy modeling, the small nervous ii.res, o.rtlined .recks,
and dots limited to muzzle and hooves. The similarity of their com-
positions- suggesrs that their artists developed coucha"i b"ll poses, in-
clu.ding_the distinctive and apparently specialized pose of two .'...r-b.rrt
bulls, the far one with its hiad averted, perhaps together in the same
workshop at Knossos; this location is suggested ty th! several seals from
Knossos in the dot-eye Ayios Ioann.r T.: and 
-wounded Bull sub-goypr, {"$h it is curioui that the seals in the almond-.y. ,.,bg.,r.rpTethered Bull seem ro come almost exclusively from the M"irrl"r?.
The 'Vapheig C"p-' bull type and the limired use of IVI_V and L_J
traits suggest a darc after L475, while the absence of Mumps, a trait thit
is developed 
_ 
by the lat-e Dot-Eye and the subsequent bpectacle-Eye
artists toward the end of the century, would preclrrie a daie late in the
second half of rhe century.
?I Supp.34 from Kakovatos Tholos 2 (LH IIA context); }'II 249 (20),251 (21), and
289; and XI[[ 26 Q2\.
Close.:.r 239 from vapheio; v 434 from Nichoria (LH III Aii-B context); VIII 89
possibly from Crete; IX 133; and CS 241.
Near:
a) an artist in here?: I 240 from vapheio, and 275 from Rutsi (LH II-III A context);
and a lentoid from Dendra/NlideaT.2 (LH III Aii [E. r(. and H. v. catling, BSA 69,
1974,2541 or Bi context; Persson, Royal Tombs pls. 2ga and 34c middle).
b) I 2Sl from Rutsi (LH II-ilI A context).
Near, a group: I23O and 237,both from Vapheio (LH IIA context).
Close: I 192 from Nlidea T 1O (LH II-III A context).
Related: I 509 from Crete.
Associated sealing: | 19 from Mycenae (LH III B conrext).
5. The Group of the Crystal Rings (I 20 and XIII27)
(Nlainland? ca. 1.450-1425 B.C.)
. 
A large number of seals, most carrying bovines, shares a distinctive
head with alarge dot for both nose and'ryJ, the latter ser in a rhombo;dal
socket, a smooth but fulsomely modeied body often outlined, thick
fp*l.-tr u1hle upper half is usually outlined, and large ,ho.r, o., fo,
the Muzzle Group's bulls, dots for hooves.
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The group can be subdivided into several subgroups and related seals.
The seals in Squirrel Eyes are most easily recognized by their very large
eyes, short V-shaped lower ;'aw when the mouth is open, and bodies
that are usually outlined completely. A distinctive pair of lines across
the muzzle of some bovines distinguishes the Nluzzle Group with per-
haps four subgroups described here by their body types. Several seals
with bovines and horses schematize the hollow nose of the IVI-V Lion
Group; the result approximates to the hallmark of the Muzzle Group.
IVIany of this group's seals may have been produced in Crete; a few
come from there. Nlost, however, come from the Mainland and there
they obviously found the greater favor. The pronounced almond-eye
of the agrimia in this group depends greatly on the earlier seals in the
Ayia Pelagia Agrimi Group;la there are also obvious echoes of some
M-V Lion traits: thickened forelegs, cork-screw tail (I 53), and striated
necks (XIII 83). The smooth modeling and precise positioning of the
,rnimals here, however, suggests alater and manneristic phase; the short
lower jaw and single large dot for the jowl are traits associated with
IVIumps. These two observations suggest a date in the third quarter of
rhe fifteenth century.
i. Squirrel Eyes
I 20 (23) from lvlycenae, the Ramp House, and 298 from Pylos (LH III Bii-Ci con-
text); V 30S (24) from the Pylos Palace area, and 663 (25) from Thebes, Megalo
Kastelli ChT L; IX 1.25 (26), and 156 said to have been near Antioch; X 254; and
CS 301 from the Knossos area.
( )lose:
,r) A subgroup: lX 129 (27); and CS 307 (28 = CS fig. 130) from the Taygetos region.
( )lose:
t) Same as Contorted Bull, close c? lsection A/, below]): V 601 from Mycenae
House A (LH III B context); and XIII 83.
2) A subgroup?: IX 108; and XII I  29.
Yrrrrrger, BSA 74, '1979,272. This Group's goats have long, curved, and cross-banded
|,,,r'ns: CNIS VII 89, and CS 285 from Ayia Pelagia. Other seals may belong to the
'.,rrrrt ()roup: CI4S I 95 from Nlycenae T. 58, and 155 from Mycenae T. 520 (LH III
Ai i  i  ontcxt) ,  and X 137 and 252; CS 308 from Avdou; AGDS I I  Ber l in 53 from Boio-
rr , r ,  unt l  lV Hannover 7 f rorn the Argol id;  and HNI 2301 from Archanes Tholos B
( l . lv l  l l l  Ai  contcxt) .  CMS I93 also f rom Nlycenae T.58 seems close. CNIS VII  128,
Vl l l  l lOe, encl  XI I I  33 and 43; CS 19P also f rom Ayia Pelagia (CS p.  148: " tholos
r, , r r l ,  l .k l  l l l tJ") ,  A( l l )S I  lVlunich 5t l ,  ancl  thc lcntoid no.3 publ ishcd in BSA /4,
l ' ) / \ ) ,  ) / ) , , r l l  sccrrr  rc l : r tct l .  Though thc ctrr tcxts scenl  l l l tc ,  thc Ayie Pcl lg i l  Crot ,1 '
I r . r . .  , l , ,sr ,  . r l l i r r i t i ,s  wi t l r  t l re ( i rorrp ol  t l re ( l l r ,  l r r rnt  Agr i r r i  ent l  should bc r l . r tct l
\ |v t ( i l  ) i l t  I lv l  L
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b) Byone circle (also 
lgsl^lo.Caprids from Isopata T. 3, part I, close 1 [below]): I 123trom Mycenae T. 88; CS 308 from Avdou (in ,ilA;.-p;;ilffi;;:ffii* Hrvr,NA (KSPr Q1).
?.tnf.U 
O"- Mycenae 7.26 (LH II I  A context?). Close goats: I74 fromMycenae
d) Miscellaneous: I53 from Mycenae T. 10,57 from Mycenae 7.24 (LHIII B con-text), and 76 from Mr1eiae.1. 
12:_I l"pp )6 tuo^ Creie; IV zzs f.oln th" Mes.ara;Y 317 from Krissa T. 3 Burial F (LH Iii C coniext); and, IX 126 said to have beenfound in Crete.
ii. The NIuzzle Group
Bulls: XIII tO (29), and 27 (30) both from lvlycenae.
Bullocks
Smooth-bodied: CS 2e, and 296 (31 from GGFR pl. 88) from central Crete.Fuzzy: r 58 (32) from Mvcenae T.25, and ra9 ?.o- ,il, vria""-ii..iJ^r"ri, u, o,context).
91_"_*: " 
subgroup (cf. VII 103 in Spectacle_Eye subgroup C lforthcomingl):I2 i5 f rom prosymna T.41 (LH t t iU.orr t"Jt ; ;  v iz l  f l l i f -_- i f r . f . . i r i l .  r "a_meion (LH III Bi context).
Close:
a) Also close to the Monumental Bulls: VII 105 from Mycenae.Associated sealings: Chania, 1542/1544 (p"p";;r;I"" 
".1 
il, rdoz (papapostolou no.3). ,  and t529rt53O (papapostolou no.25).
D') an arrrsr rn here?: vII g7 from_Knossos (34; the reverse of this sear is ilustrated inCNIS as if it were the reverse of VII 96); Xifl'e, 
""a 
lf .
close: IX 109 from central,crete;.a"i xrri zs flro .ror" to the Bulrs from AyiosIoannes T. 3 fsection B 4i Close e, below]).
Goats: V 185; XIII 7 (35); andHM .t66 (36) from Kalyvia T. 4 (MonAntic hi 14, 1904,622 fig. es).
Close: I 105 from Nlycenae 7.6g.
i;;;:t"t'sealings: 
I3o3 from Pvlos (LH III Bii-ci context): and Kn HMs 210 (KSII
Boar: AGDS II Berlin 23 (37) from the peloponnese. Related, early?: I 227 fromVapheio (LH IIA conrext).
6. Caprids from Isopata T.3, part I
(Knossos; ca.  145e-1425 B.C.)
Kadmos 13, 1974, l -5.
Two lentoids from Isopaa. 7.3 carry caprids: HI4 90g an almostcircular_almond-eye nanny and her twinJ, 
"". 
*ho_.h"'*;r;bou.her back and the other (onty ,r..,.r,.Jlr"ik[d;;l;;rr.?,'."j'Hrra
909 a dot-eye agrimi regarding 
"., ^ g.i-i head ab"ove ;r, S".t . nrlf', n",
an iconographic duplicate:YII233 for HM 908 and CS 313 for HM 909.
All four seals share a distinctive right-angled shoulder, linear boney
forelegs, and an oval eye. For the seals in this group that depict animais
with a dot-eye, section B 9, see below. If these seals are aI by a close
group of artists, their latest works may be subgroup f in Part II, where
the large dots for the jaw resemble some of the similarly pronounced
jas in the Spectacle-Eye Group.
Another supposed set of rwins is certainly only one lentoid: HM
835 (?) once in the Herakleion Museum and CS ZP said ro come from
Gortyn. HM 835 is published as coming from Zafer Papoura T.36
(Archaeologia 59 pt.2, 1905, 59) and carries a goat standing right,
leashed to a column, with, according ro Evans's description, a branch
in front that does nor appear, however, in his drawing (fig. 61); at pNI
llI 317 fig.209 this seal is made to be a sealing from the Archives
Deposit (KSPI C55); and, ro confuse the matter further, Kenna (CS p. 58
n. 11) suggests that the branch may be modern.
a) VII 233 (38); and Htr4 908 (39) from Isopata T. 3 (LM III Ai context).
b) I 93 from lvlycenae T.53 (40), 188 {rom rhe Nlidea Tholos (LH III Ai context);
y 641 (41) from Gouvalari Tholos 1; and HM 179 (42) from Kalyvia T. 9 (lvlonAntichi
14,1904, s21, f ig.  10a).
Near: AGDS I trilunich 58.
c) CS 7P (: ? HM 835;43 : PM III fig.2O9 retouched) from Gortyn (orZafer papoura
T.36).
d) Associated sealing: Kn HMs 208 (KSPI R7; 44 = PIvI IV fig. 208).
I)art I, close:
1) A subgroup also close to rhe Conrorred Bulls (section A Z, below): I 95 (45)
from Mycenae T. 58; HM 2301 (46) from Archanes Tholos B (LM III A1 conrexr;
Archaeology 20, 1967, 276-281 {ig. 7b), and Kn HIvIs 424 (KSPI lJ7; 47 = pM Iy
fig. se7 Ba).
Close: Squirrel Eyes, close b (above, section A 5i).
2) Nliscellaneous: VII 1 13 from Ialysos; X 137; and CS 306 said to have been found
in Crete.
7. The Contorted Bull Group
(Argolid, ca. 1445-M2A B.C.)
l'his 
.Group is the only almond-eye one to use animals with single
,',,1 r. l,ruble Mumps, a trait that otherwise belongs to the Dot-Eye Group
1 ',, '  lrt ' l .w). The animals here, all bovines bur one, are also distinctivc
, , r  t l r t ' i r ' .wn r ight ;  standing with their  head dow'below thcir  bcl ly,
r l r , '1 ' l r . rvc:ur out l inc( l  car,  pro ' r incnt ncck (cornparc I2o arrd 29tJ i r r
' , ,J""r . ' l  l ' ,ycs),  r rnr l  f , r i r ly  s i r r rp l isr ic lcgs,rrr t l  fcct . ' l 'hc srnoor l r  r rot l t . l i r rg,
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outlined ear, and rhe u.se of,Nlumps suggesr a date for this Croup rn
the second half of the fifteenth centiry, oifiit. th" woman,s Jr.r, f",r...,on v 595, though not paralleled amongst the cp Group, is crose 
"ttlrrghto a cP type-ro make it improbabre for this Group'to hau..-..g!d
very late in the fifteenth century. Its overlap with the c.yrtri niig,
Group, Caprids from Isopata T..]., and the Spectacle_Eye Grtup, ,h..._
fore, suggests a date somewhat like that ,.rgg.st.d 
"borr". 
\ '
I 104 from Nlycenae T.68; V 3l (S) fron Argos, Deiras T. XI (LH III Aii con-text)' 319 (49) from Krissa T. 1, Buriar e 1rH tti B context), 582 and 588, both fromNafplion, and 595 (50) from Nlycenae, South House (LH IiI B contexr); and,[Xtzz,
and 132. Serpentine imitation: CS 34g.
Close:
a) Caprids from Isopata T. 3, part I, A 6 above, close 1.
b) Ni iscel laneou.,  I49 ( l . l . I3hotograph in pini ,  JRGZNI 2g, 1981,48_81 no.3)from Nlycenae T. 9; and IX 1lt f.oJ C.et", 
^"a 
iiO.
c) The same subgroup as Squirrel Eyes i, close a, close 1 ? (section A 5 i, above): XIII 43.
Near: I 268 from Tragana T. 2 (LH III A context).
8. Miscellaneous Seals
a) CP and \-l t-." Types:,I 98 from lVlycenae T.58,231from Vapheio (LH IIAcontext), and 259 fro*r Vapheio; and VII 95 f.o- Hydra, and 126 fr;; a;;;;. -
b) Serpentine imitations: X l2l, and 168; and iHNI 1272.
,)F: : : : i l : I_54fromN1ycenaeT. 11;V216fromBrauron;VII  66;XII  245fromCrete).
ilg TNI 167 from Katyvia I _1fru rrr Ai context; MonAntichi 14, rsoa, il7f,s.lij,900 from Isopata T. 1 (LM II context; Archaeologia 65, 1913, i;g. Uj, nii tro^Gournes T. 1 (LM III 81 context;.feltlon 1918, pl:5.2)i at."r"ia?-oi r*p.," i. z(LM III Ai context; Archaeologia 65, 191.8, p. sa iig. 55); and a cyrinder st oii;"irr"ytr:.h Antike Sammlung from a Kokovatos tholoi 1LH IIA contexr; AA77,1964,1-21 no.50).
d) Miscelkneous
Bulls: I 111 from Nlycenae T 78; and HM2393 from Selropoulo T. 4 (Lr4 III Ai con-text; BSA 69, '1974, 194-257 fig. 1aa).
Boars: I 18'{ from the Llidea Thoros (LH III Ai context); xrr 240 from crete.llonsters: AGDS II Berlin 27 from phigaleia, and 2g; and a lentoid boueht f.o- 
"dealer in Orviero, now in the Villa Giulia-, and once ;" in. C".i"ii"* C"]1":;;;;is;,taglia, Gioielli antichi [1e80] no. 1; pNI rV 465 fig. 38er; cili"AM ]g, ,iii',-"..'i)1.
e) Associated.sealings: I 160 from_Llycenae, House of the oil rvlerchant (LH III Bicontext), and 310, 346, and 367, all from pylos (LH III Bii-Ci conrexr).
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B. The Dot-Eye Group
1. The Athens lVlinotaur Group
(ca.  1500 B.C.)
The name of this Group derives from the figure on the ring Y 173
identif ied by Shear (Hesperia 4,1935,318*320) as the lVlinotaur leading
away captive Athenian maidens. The simple style of gouged lines for the
body and large oval blob for the head nods in the direction of the Isopata
Ring (iVlasters II, pp. 134*5) as well as the lvlitannian cylinders (\7ace
and Porada, BSA 52, 1957, 197-204; Pini, PZ 58, 1983, 114-126).
V 173 (51) from Athens Agora T. VIII (LH III A.1 context) , and 197 (52).
2. The Tragana Duelist Group
(: Berry-Head \(aterbirds?)
A. Tamvaki, "A Small Contribution to the Study of Nlycenaean Glyptic," Festschrift Sp.
IVlarinatos (forthcoming).
Some of the seals belonging to this Group have long been recognized
by Kenna (e.g., VII p.170), the present author, and others. Tamvaki
regards I263 and VII 130 as by one arrisr, and I131 and 285,V 643,
VII 129,IX 154 and 158, XII 292, and HM 1654 as by his workshop,
to which she relates I 132 and 284. CS 204. and AT 115.
Attributing the human figure to an artist or even a close group is far
rnore difficult than attributing bulls or lions. Sealstone arrisrs apparently
lclt free to depict animals with many nuances of expression and tech-
rrique; human figures are more conventional, falling into only a few
rrrrrjor types. The Tragana Duelists, however, form a distinct class unto
rlrcrlselves with two seals (IX 158 and CS 204) slightly more naturalisric
t l r : rn the others.
ln this Group simple lines characterize stiff animals and people.
I ILrrnan heads in profi le have a large dot-eye ser in a shallow depression
(,l. the Tethered Bulls, above, and the Couchant Boars Group and the
lirrl ls from Ayios Ioannes T. 3, both below); heads frontal have the eyes
',( 't under a triangular cap and flanking the septum; boar's tusk helmets
I' i , lc thc head behind a column of horizontal l ines sometimes also below
,r  t l i : r r rgul : r r  cap.
lX 154 cstabl ishcs a cl i rcct  l ink bctwcen this Group ancl  thc I lcrry-
l l r ' . r t l  W:r tcrbir t ls  (Mastcrs I I ,  p.  1r27);  thcy problbly coul t l  bc rrr t . rgct l
I  o1:( ' l  l ) ( ' l - .
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I 131 (53) from Nlycenae T. 91 (LH II context?), 263 (s4) from Tragana T. 1 (LH III A1
context), and285 from Rutsi (LH II-III context); v 643 from Gouvalari rholos 1;
VII 129, and 130 (55), both from Crete; IX 15a (56); I.II 292 from Crete?; HM 1654(52) from Ayios Ioannes T. 3 (LM IIB context; BSA 42, 1952,272, fig. 16 no. III.2O);
and AT 115.
Close:
a) I 284 from Rutsi (LH II-III A context)
b) V 638 from Akona Tholos I
Close: XII 284
Near: lX 158
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ii. The Berry Lions
I 133 from Mycenae T. 103, and 183 (64) from the Midea Tholos (LH IIIAi con-
text); and XIII 13 (65) in the Berry Collection.
Close:
a) Close to the V-R Prism Group: HM2345 from the Poros Chamber Tomb (MM
end - LM I context; Praktika 1.967, 195_207, pl. 19Oa and b); and a lentoid in the
Brummer Collection (NY).
b) An artist in here? (cf. HM 1863 in Dot-Eye Mumps, Srags b, below): I 494 from
Crete; and CMCG 305.
c) Miscellaneous: I 281 from Rusti (LH II-III A context), and 512 from Crete.
4. Knossian Bulls, Part II:
The Group of Bulls from Ayios Ioannes T. 3
and
The \(ounded Bull Group
(Knossos?, ca.  1475-1450 B. C.)
See Part I. section A4. above.
These bulls, like the Tethered Bulls, are adaptations of the 'Vapheio
Cup' Bulls, but more simply rendered.
The Ayios Ioannes T. 3 bulls display a more linear treatment of the
shoulder and feebler legs, and, on occasion, the curious use of three dots
for the front of the mouth. There are the expected M-V and L-J Lion
traits (e.g., V 688 resembling a Goober-Head Lion lsee Masters III,
p.611, and HM 1658b, a L-J Lion type). No bull exhibits Mumps. The
rnost common pose is the distinctive one in which two bulls recline,
the far bull turning its head away.
The lentoids from the Warrior Grave, Ayios Ioannes T. 3, may imply
that these seals were produced ar Knossos, as Boardman suggesrs (XII
248 : GGFR pl. AZ, a product of "Mycenaean Knossos").
A curious feature, already nored, is the three dots placed at the front
<rf the mouth on V 433 and XII 248; these also appear on apparently
only one pictorial vase, a bell krater from Kition?, Cyprus. Vermeule
,rnd Karageorghis, Mycenaean Pictorial Vase Painting, date this krarer,
t lreir pot V. 48, to their Cypriot Ripe I phase (LH III Bi, 1300*1270/60
l].C.); perhaps then the painter, their Painter 13, archaized by using a
scalstone for his model, a practice Benson thinks l ikely (AJA 65, 1961 ,
t4 l ) .
The Voundcd BLrlls bellow in pain; they are slightly sleckcr witlr a
l r rof i lcc l  facc,  s l ight ly upturncd nosc, rr roclcratc ly th ickcncd uppcr lorc
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3. The Keos-Berry Lion Group
(ca. lsoo-14;s B.C. l
. 
This Group's sketchy technique produces bristly lions more in keep-
ing, even to the canted body, with cut-Style lions ihan with those in the
M-v Lion tradition. For instance, the upper forelegs are not thickened,
the.shoulder is only vaguely articulated, and, when seated, the body is
slightly canred.
. 
S9T. aspect-s of the Goober-Head Lions (Masters III, p. 61) and of
the L-J Lions find echoes in the Keos Group; compare xrr 2i9, close
to the V-R Prism lions (Masters II, p. 120). The lumpy jowl of HM Sf S
is_ more probably due to over-modeling than to iny' infruence from
Mumps.
. 
The Berry Lions are rendered in a nearer, slighdy more stylized tech-
nique; theirheads are distinctively long and thin. Two close seals present
lions with the v-R Prism trait of a deep, curved line for the shlulder;
this trait and the contexr of HM 2345 may indicate that this subgroup is
a slightly younger conremporary of the Keos Lions.
i. The Keos Lions
I Supp. 32 from Epidauros, the Apollo Maleatas Sanctuary; V 192 (5g),498 (59) from
Ayia Irini, Keos (LH III B-c context), and 680 (60) from Thebes; viI rea ietj fromEnkomi T. 1; AGDS I Munich 64;_HM.839 (62; prehistory and protohistory, p. 214
bottom left) from houses south of the palace at Knossosl and Florence g252giLiviosa,
SM 40, 1969, 7-18 no.6).
Close:
a) Miscellaneous lions: v 5-89 from Nafplion; x 264; and HM 332 (ArchEph DOZ
pl.8.133),  and 2085 from Skalani .
b) The Brummer Sow Group: v 314 from Delos (63); and a lentoid in the Brummer
Collection (NY).
Near: lX 6D from Crete
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legs, and yaguely dotted hooves. The shape of the head anticipates the
heads of the bulls attacked by the Lions wirh occipital Dom (section z,
below).
i. The Bulls from Ayios Ioannes T.3
y 433 (66) from Nichoria (LH III Aii-B context), and 688 (67)from orchomenos;
YII 1,27;XII 235 from Crete?, and248 (63); HM 1438 from Limnes Mirabeliou, and
1656 (69)' and 1658 (70 and71), both from Ayios Ioannes T. 3 (LM IIB context; BSA
47, 1952, 273, fig.16 nos. III.2t and 22, respectively).
Close:
Dot noses
a) An artist in here?: I 286 from Rutsi rholos 2 (LH II A-III Ai context), andyrl 192(Pinipubl ishesnewphotographsof boththeseseals,JRGMZ28, 1981,48-8rnos. 15
and 59, respectively).
b) Miscellaneous: v 195, and 196; cS 299 from Argyropolis, crete; and a lentoid once
in the Arndt Collection (GGFR pl. 136).
Hollow noses (compare X 13-1, Lions with occipital Dots, close d fsection z, below])
c) An artist in here?: Y 432from Nichoria (LH III Aii-B context); and CS 311.
Close: X 316 from Crete.
d) Miscel laneous: I 109 from Mycenae T.78, 142 from Mycenae T.5r5 (LH I IB con-
text), and 241 from Vaphero.
e) Also close to the Muzzle Group, close (section A 5ii, above): XIII
Mycenae.
Fragment: VIII 91 from Crete?
Near, rniscelkneoas: cMCG 224; and HM 160 from the Diktaian cave (ArchEph 1902
pl. 8.121).
Associated sealing: | 318 from Pylos (LH III Bii-Ci context).
i i .  The Vounded Bul ls
I Srpp.77 from Crete; V 645 (72), md 646 (23), both from Gouvalari Tholos 2; and
AGDS II Berlin 46 bought in the Peloponnese.
close, a subgroup: IX 119; and HM 2e9i from Knossos, Royal Road (cf. KretKhron
L7, 1963,35s).
Miscellaneous: | 517 Irom Knossos.
"n4'|::;0. :::h :ffi t1:1,* """
The smooth modeling of the bodies and the profile line above the
back recall Squi*el Eyes, but the dot-eye i., a ihailow socket relates
these boars closer to the Knossian Bulls.
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a)Y 666 (unfinished?; 74) Irom Thebes, Megalo Kastelli T.3; and HMs 1098 from
Mirtos PyrBos (LM IB context; Higg and Marinatos, Sanctuaries and Cults 17l Iig.3).
b) IV 240 from Knossos; and IX 135 (75) from an Aegean island.
C/ose: CMCG 278, and,3O2; and HM 1286 from Knossos, the House of the Frescoes,
and 2055 from Inatos.
6. The Lapidary's \Torkshop ar Knossos
(Knossos, ca. 1475- 1.45A B. C 
-)
BSA 74. 1,979. 258-268.
67
78 acquired at
The stone matrix was found with Kn HMs 283 (KSPI Q22), the 'clay
signet' (Masters II, p.134-5: Isopata Ring, Associated sealings), which
must date before 1450 since KZ 3 duplicates the scene. The cow on
the matrix and ring also resembles the Tethered Bulls and Ayios Ioannes
T. 3 Bulls. The unusual position of the cow's horns and the lumpy
modeling connecr the Ashmolean matrix andl lZ5.
Il25 06) from Mycenae T. 90; and AM 1938.1082 (77), the srone marrix from Knos-
Related: Y 200.
7. The Group of the Lions with Occipital Dots
lKnossos?. ca.  l460- 1435 B. C.)
Half these seals, mostly of dull-colored agate, depict a lion curved
over and attacking a bull pendent and perpendicular to the lion (the
stringhole runs vertical, perpendicular to the lion's body). The lion, best
seen on CS 14P where it resembles the lion on I 185 ('Vapheio Cup,
Bulls, section A 2 above) has a characteristic dot in the center of th.
back of his head to depict the external occipital crest, frontal eyes that
are usually large - being formed from a large drill sinking - and a spikey
mane slightly resembling rhar of the Keos Lions; the bull opens his
rnouth to form a M pierced by a thin l inear tongue (cf. HM jg6 fro-
a MM II-III House Tomb at Gournia tig.27, and the l ion's front lcgs
<>n HM 839, one of the Keos Lions).
In addition to the spikey mane, anorh er early trait is thc harslr
shoulder l ine reminiscent of the L-J Lion types. Despire thcsc crrly intl i
c : r t ions,  however,  the bul ls strongly resernblc thc Knossia,  I l r r l ls ,  wlr i lc
t l rc curvccl  ncck cr f  thc cow on X 2l(r  sccnrs cot-r ic<l  f l 'orrr  t l rc ( l r .vst . r l
l { i r rgs (Jroup ()r  nr()rc cspcciel ly f rorn thc ( j , ,nr , ' , r ' r , . .1 l }u l l  (  i r ' , , r rp;  r l r r .
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date of these Lions with occipital Dots should then lie berween rnese
groups.
v 689 (78) from orchomenos; X 216 (29); cs 14p from the Ayia pelagia Tholos;
HM 561 (80) from a tomb on Cape Plake, south of palaikastro (BSA 40, {mg_O+0,
46, no.23, fig- 14; the seal was found with two blossom bowls, suggesting a LM I
context), 836 from zafer Prpoura T. 36, "The chieftain's Grave" (Aichaeilogia 59
pt.2, 1905, pp.441-449 no. 36m), 1712 (81) from Ayios Ioannes T. 4 (LM IB-II
context ;  BSA 51. 1956,93, f ig.5.4);  and Kn HMs 4OO/1024 (KSpl Vd/Betts J3).
Close:
a) A group: I 36 from Nlycenae; and AGDS I Munich 40.
b) A group? close to the Tethered Bulls: I 251 from Vapheio (LH IIA context), and
V 436 from Nichoria (LH III Aii-B context).
c)  VI I  159.
d) Miscellaneous: I 116 from IVlycenae T. 83, and 3g4 from Menidi (LH IIIB contexr);
Y 1,94; X 131 (cf. Ayios Ioannes T. 3 Bulls, close b-e); and HIvI 124 iromKnossos
(ArchEph 1.907 pL. 7.98).
Near:.X 127 in Spectacle-Eyes, subgroup A (forthcoming).
Associated sealings: Kn HMs 1035 (Bens 35); and AT 4g.
Spectacle-Eye Imitator: I Supp. 112.
Depe.ndent: The Sangiorgi Group,- one artist or perhaps as many as three working
ca. A.D. 1905 (Betts, GNIS Beiheft rpp.17*35; the illustrationi cited below come
from this article). JGY divides them for convenience into three interrelated subgroups:
a).AGDS I Munich 39 (fig. 3) modeled on VII 261, a1 (fig. 1o), a2 gig. 11.),46 (fts. 21)
adapdng the composition of XIll26,75 (fig. z9),280?, a;d 28,5 ([ig.9J; ?AM tiOi.zeU
a seal in the E. Borowski coll. (fig. ffiabinet des M6dailles 
"or. 
uest+, tr,teszt,
M6596'M6597,M6607, M6608, and NIB'868; an oval seal in the chandon de Briailles
coll.; BNI L25334/1933.2.9.2 (fig. z5) ^
nd, 
1922.6.13.r (Iig.28); Fitzwilliam Mus. rnv.
no.,,827 (fig.22); Florence Mus. 84587 (Laviosa, SIVIEA lO, 1.969, tO no. 5); Gallerie
vollmoeder, Zurich no. a6o9 (fig. 16); HM n6a $ig.24) and a, seal in the iia-"lakis
9.! ({'-C 31); Hermitage M's. inv. nos. 502 (fig. 2) and 51,2 (fig.14); an amygdaloid
in the Kannelopoulos IVIus. (fig. l2); National Museum, copen-hagen inu. no\.71J7
({is 13), 7138 (ftg.17), and z3o8 (fig. 23); NyMr,r 26.j1.22b lfig.io; and,26.3r.281(fig. 33), both with Squirrel Eyes; peabody Mus. 38.92.467+ qiigl ZZl; an amygdaloid
in,the Sangiorg-i Coll. (fig 1); a seal in the Valters Art Galler/(fig'. 32); two"amyg_
daloids once offered to E. Erlenmeyer (figs. 5 and 6); a seal in'a prlvate collection in
Bern.(fig. 7); a lenroid once in the MH Swindler Coll. (fig. 26).
add: X 301?; Academy Romania 475 (Gramatopol, 
-olllatomus 
l3g, 1974,40
no. 5); cMCG 296;HM Giamalakis 3615; and a lentoid in the oxford, Mississippi
University Museums.
b) The Thisbe 'Hoard' (fig. 34 and cS pl. 21); and a ring said to come from near
Smyrna (PlvI III 225 [ig. t58).
c) Bristlier appearance: clvlcc 280; a lentoid once in Geneva (fig. 15); an amygdaloid
once offered to H. Erlenmeyer (fig. 18) and the glass seal moulled i.o- it ,,J* i, u
private collection in London (fig. 19); and a lentoid in the younger Coll.
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8. The Group of the Running Calves
(Nlainland, ca. 1450-1425 B.C.)
The typical seal in this group depicts apair of calves, sometimes bulls,
overlapping, and running in one direction; they resemble the Muzzle
Group's Calves (section A 5 ii above) but without the pair of lines at the
mvzzle. These calves have triangular heads (thick and thin), dotted
noses, and thickened forelegs reminiscent of those in the M-V Lion
Circle. The slightly swollen jowl may anticipiate Mumps.
a) Thich heads: | 72 (Pini publishes a new photograph, JRGZM 28, 1981,48 - 84 no. 4)
from Mycenae T. 33, 83 from Mycenae T.48,122 (82) from T. 86, and 287 (83 and84)
from Pylos T. Gamma/Tholos III (LH II, Palace Style context; PN III S4 fig. 169.20);
V 660 (85) from Salamis; VIII 66 possibly from Crete; IX 111, and 135; X 298; CS 333
{rom Rethymnon; and AGDS II Berlin 49.
Close, miscellaneous: I50 from Mycenae T. 10, and 69 (86) from MycenaeT.2T;
AGDS I Munich 82; and HlvI 78 (ArchEph 1907, pl.7.83), and 2499 from Archanes.
Associated sealings: I 345, and 375, md I Supp. 191, all three from Pyios (LH III
Bii-Ci context); and VIII 130 probably from Crete (Knossos?).
b) Thin faces: I 386 (87) from Menidi (LH III B context). Associated sealing: Kn HMs
287 (KSPI R69).
9. Caprids from Isopata T.3 (Part II)
(Knossos, ca. 1450-1425 B.C.)
See Part I, section A6 above.
e) CS 313 and HM 909 (88 : CS fig. 1.27) from Isopata T.3 GM nI Ai conrexr;
Archaeologia 59 pt.2, 1905, 1,6 tig.22).
0I99 (89) from Nlycenae T.61, and 266fromTngana Tholos 2 (LH III A context);
VII lr9 (90); HM 165 from Kalyvia T. 1 (91; MonAntichi 1,4,' 1904, 621 [ig. 94), and
2384 (92) from Sellopoulo T.4 (LM III Ai context; BSA 69, 1974, 195-257 {ig. l4c);
and AGDS II Berlin 44 (93 : PM IV fig. 542b) Irom Mycenae.
Close: Y 336 from Medeon T. 29.
Near:
a)Y 157 from Kokkolata (LH III B [-C] context).
b) XIII 28 from Crete (Chersonissos?); and HIvI 2250 from Archanes Tholos B (LM
III Ai context; Archaeology 20, 1967,276-281).
Associated sealing: Kn HMs 22"\ (KSPI R10).
S o ftsto ne irn itatio n s :
a) XII 268 from Crete?
b)Iy 269 from the Nlessara, V 751 from Pefkakia, XII 305 fron.r Cretc?, arr<i (lM(l( j
248.
Associated. sealings: Kn HMs 124 (KSPI N13), and 311 (KSPI Rlr4).
g) I 6t (91) frorn Mycenae T. 25, and 92 (95) [r<>nt Mycenae 'l'. 5ll.
C/ose: VIII  l0t l .
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IVliscellaneous
Lions
f) An artist in here?: I Supp. 1 15; X 302; and XIII 57.
g) Miscelkneou.s: CMCG 268, and 338; CS 316; and a lentoid once in the Kn Strati-
graphical lVluseum (BSA 74, 1979,270-3 no. 1).
Bulls
No chin
h) A loose group: I 65 frorn Mycenae T. 26 (LH III A context?); andlY 256 (102) from
Eleounda.
Soft stone imitations: VII 193 from Crete; lX"t47; and agrimia I Supp. 144, lX 1,76,
and HM 29 (ArchEph 1907 pl.7.s9).
Close:7X 118; and Kn HMs N (KSPI Q4).
i) Miscellaneous: I ZO frorn Mycenae T. 28,77 from Mycenae T. 42, and 267 (cut from
the same block of stone as I 265? fsee Spectacle-Eye Group, subgroup F, forthcoming])
from Tragana T. 2 (LH III A context); Y 220 fuom Brauron T. 19 (LH III B context),
and275 from Armenoi T.56; VIII 107 (103); XII 14D; XIII 35 serving as the model
for AM 1.938.1174, a cushion seal in the forged (ca. 1905?) Thisbe hoard by the
Sangiorgi Group of artists (see above, section B 7); CMCG 227 from Chersonissos; CS
358 from Crete (Pini publishes a new photograph in JDI 95, 1980, 77-108 no. B1),
and 12P; AGDS I Munich 62from the Piraeus, and74;and HM 206 from Knossos,
and 1598 from Katsambas T. B (LM III Ai context; Alexiou, Hysterominoikoi Taphoi
Limenos Knosou [Katsamba] fig.3a).
Dotted chin
i) Miscellaneous:X21.7 (lOa); AGDS I Munich 53 from Crete; and a cylinder in the
Erlenmeyer Collection (Pini, JDI 95, 1980, 77-108 no. A9).
Softstone imitation: X 138.
k) Associated. sealings frorn Knossos: AIvI 1938'1052 (: Kn Vs 8151; BSA 57 119621
53-54); and Hlvls 111 (KSPI N6; Papapostolou, pl. 46F).
Closed Mouth
1) One d.ot near the nose: I 8 from Mycenae Shaft Grave Rho? (LH IllPalace Style con-
text); IV 272Irom Knossosl Y 729 |rom Mega Monastiri T. Gamma (LH III A-R con-
text): and IX 146.
m)Tuo hrge dots: IX 159 (105); and HIVI 1864 from Sellopoulo T. 1 (LM III A;;-'l|
conrext; AR 1957, 24-25), and 2043 which looks very similar to Kn HMs lO l4 (llctts
46).
Unfinished lentoid: VII 156.
Associated seal ings:  AM 1938.1153h impression A (Pini ,  Kadmos 2l ,  198),  I  4 pls.  I
and I IA) f rom Knossos; Kn HMs 142 (PZ 1970, 217 no. B3),  md 212/ )1. \ /  | ,000/ 1005
(KSPI R6/Bens 51lBetts 52);  and? HMs 1O9Z from the Shr inc at  Mir tos I )yrgos ( l  M l l l
context ;  Higg and Marinatos,  Sanctuar ics rnd ( lu l ts 17l  [ ig.2).
7'.|'7n,
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10. The Group of the Messy Ring
(ca.  1450*1425 B.C.)
One ring, I 90, carries two dot-eye agrimia ser againsr a background
of chaotically placed fronds. Such a wild display of gouges and lines
finds a parallel on only one sealsrone not in the Cut-Style. The goat on
Y 732 resembles the Caprids from Isopata T.3.
I 90 (96) from Mycenae T. 58; and V 732 (97) from Mega Monastiri T. Gamma (LH III
A-B context) .
13. Dot-Eye Mumps
(Knossos?, ca.  1430-1405 B.C.)
The term 'Mumps' refers ro the use of the snub-nosed drill ro make
an animal's cheeks rounder. From one to three dots are placed on the
inside of the jowl line or else the whole jowl is enlarged with a single
area of. broad modeling. Bulls were especially favored for this rreatment.
For convenience, therefore, the presenration of the group firsr distin-
guishes five groups and then catalogues the remaining ieals first by
animal and then by the shape and formation of the jowl and head.
Mumps are used for both Dot-Eye animals and for the Spectacle-Eye
animals whose eyes are created by the tubular drill. Since about two-
thirds of the Spectacle-Eyes also exhibit both kinds of Mumps, the
dotted and the modeled variety, it is therefore unlikely that this formal
distinction has any chronological value. Vhile the internal chronology
of either group cannot ar presenr be determined, it is clear from tLe
numerous dated contexrs and known find-spots that the Spectacle-Eye
Group was creared ar Knossos in LIVi III Ai. The earliest conrext for a
Dot-Eye IVIump seems LH lI/Palace Style for I 8, and likewise suggesrs
that this group preceded Spectacle-Eyes, very likely at Knossos as well.
Bent horn (each subdivision a subgroup)
a) I 59 (98) from lVlycenae T.25; andVll 157.
Close: CIVICG 235.
b) VII 161 (99) from Sparta, and 1,62;X 742; and HM 954 from Gournes.
c) V 316 from Delos, and 318 from Krissa ChT 2 (LH III B-C context).
IVIinor subgroups
d) I 45 (100) from Nlycenae T. 8; and X 164.
e)I124 from Mycenae T.88, and 264 (1Ol)  f rom Tragana T.2 (LH I I I  A context) ;
and Kn HNIs 380, and HNIs MF.
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n) Miscelhneoas: IV 268 from Siteia; VII 181; AGDS II Berlin 47 from Crete; and HM
604 (ArchEph 1.907 pI.8.141) from Kastelli Pediados.
o) Associated sealings: I Supp. 178 from Pylos (LH III Bii-Ci context); and Kn HMs
147/313 (Kadmos 5, 1966, l-1,6 no. 7), and L (Betts 28).
Agrimia
I Supp. 3 {rom Mycenae T.47; and VII 180 md 196.
Kid
Kn HMs 205 (KSPI 01).
Goats
An artist in hereT: yll 172, and 185; and X 309.
Close: Kn HMs LD/NH (KSPI Q15 and Q17; PM IV fig. 544c; CS 49S).
Stags
a) A group: I 181 from the Midea Tholos (LH III Ai context); andl322 and 363,
both from Pylos (LH III Bii-Ci conrexr).
b) Miscellaneous: V 686 from Tanagra T. 31 (LH III A-B context); HM 1863 from
Sellopoulo T. 1 (LM III Aii-B context; AR 1952 pl. tj); and Cabinet des M6dailles
(Schlumberger Coll.) a3 (Pini, JDI 95, 1980, 77-108 no. 4.6).
Caprid
I 487 from Crete.
Dogs
Yll 2491' HM 1583; and a lentoid once in the Evans Collection (GGFR pl. 115).
Quadruped
I 394 from Perati T. 1 (LH III C context).
Minotaurs
An artist in bere?:[X227 from central Crete; XIII 34, and 61; and CS 322 (106 : PM
IV fig.587) from the Diktaian Cave, and 325 (CS hg. 1,28) from the Knossos area.
Dependent (The Glass Minotaur Forger; Pini, CMS Beiheft I1,49-153, figs. 7a-8d):
X 146, the matrix for the following glass seals: X232;HM 3685; and an amygdaloid
now in the Betts Collection.
Aegean seals:  sty l is t ic  groups
14. Miscellaneous Seals
Hard Stone Seals
Lions:I115 from Mycenae T. 81, 1.82 from the Midea Tholos (LH III Ai context), and
290 from Pylos T. Delta; and V 2 from Aigina.
a) A group?: V 7 (though the face is damaged) from Aigina, and XII 225 ftom Crete?
b) Miscellaneous: I 6/ from Mycenae T.27,75 from Mycenae T. 42,88 from Mycenae
T. 55,94 from Mycenae T. 58, 408 from the Dimini Tholos, and 493 (though the face
is damaged) from Crete; VII 109; ){218,222, and249; CIvICG 294;C5247 and249;
HM 2236 from Mochlos (KretKhron 1.7, 1.963, 354-356); and BSA Cast 182 said to
be in Munich.
Calf: HM 976 from Tylissos (ArchEph 1912, 21.5 pl. 16f).
Agrimia: X 167, 221., and 252.
Agritni kids: | 222 from the Vapheio Tholos (LH IIA context); Yll 1,79; and XIII
Goats:l168 frorn the C.lyternnestra Tholos (LH III A context); and CS 8P.
Sheep:l48 from Myccnae T. 9, and 187 from the Midea Tholos (LH III A'1 context);
CS 309; and Oxforc{, Mississippi, University Museums J21 (unfinished; Hesperia
Supplement 8 pp. 309-310 pl .  39 no. 5-5a).
Miscelkneoas caprids: I 1a8 pini publishes a new photograph in JRGZM 28, 7987,
48-81 no. 12) frorn Mycenae T. 518 (LH I-II context); I Supp. 25 from the Argive
Heraeum: and XII 298 from Crete?
Boar: | 135 from Myccnae T. 103.
Miscelkneous animals: XII 309 from Crete.
Genii; XlI 21,2 from Crete; and AGDS II Berlin 30 from Thessalonike.
Griffins: IV 58D from Crete; and CS 347.
Babylonian Dragon: I 1.67 from the Clytemnestra Tholos (LH III A context).
Soft Stone Seals
Bulls: Y 254 from Armenoi T. 27 (LM nI Ai-ii context), 399 trom ]vledeon T. 239
(LH III C context), and 497 from the Temple, Ayia Irini in Keos; VIII 82; X 171;
XIII 133; CS 371, and 18P from Rethymnon; HM 59 from Knossos (ArchEph 1907
pl. 7.72), 79, 228 Irom Knossos (ArchEph 1907 pL. 8.728), and 1646.
Associated Sealings: I 329, 334, 336, 337?,380, and I Supp. 174, all from Pylos (LH
III Bii-C1 context).
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